2017 AWIPEV Science Introductory Seminar

1) Thank you for registering for the 2017 AWIPEV Science Introductory Seminar before 30th January by completing the DOODLE below:
https://doodle.com/poll/umy7ke5tw8npkv9m

2) We thank you for completing the entire questionnaire (attached file) and returning it to Catherine Etienne cetienne@ipev.fr before the end of January.

Contact information:
If you need any help, please contact
IPEV - Pascal MORIN – phone number: + 33 06 87 28 31 46, pascal.morin@ipev.fr
IPEV - Catherine Etienne – cetienne@ipev.fr

Below you will find useful information to prepare your visit.

DATES:
MONDAY February 20th, beginning of the seminar at 1.30 pm
TUESDAY February 21st, end at 4.00 pm.

PARTICIPATION
We inform you that IPEV will organize the transfer from Airport or railway station to IPEV at arrival of the flights from Paris Orly (10.40 a.m.) or Paris CDG (11.35 a.m.) on Monday morning and on Tuesday at the end of the seminar (IPEV will pay for this shuttle transfer).

IPEV will invite all participants for lunch on Monday and Tuesday at Ifremer self cafeteria and also for diner in town on Monday evening. You will have to pay for your travel, hotel nights and for the tramway tickets between IPEV and your hotels (1.50€).

SEMINAR VENUE:
The seminar 2017 will be held at IPEV Plouzané which is close to BREST.
IPEV : Ifremer Campus : Technopole Brest Iroise PLOUZANE
ACCESS: Ifremer, the campus where IPEV is located, asks now for safety procedures to everybody to stop at the guardian desk at the entrance.

You will have to sign a register and present an Identity Card or Passport. They will keep it during your stay at IPEV and will give it to you back at the end of the day.
Concerning the procedure, Fanny Keraudy (fkeraudy@ipev.fr) will contact you about this issue after your registration.

AGENDA:

We will welcome you at IPEV between 11.30 and 12.00 (we will give you a ticket for lunch access to the IFREMER self cafeteria which is about 5 minutes walking from IPEV – (IPEV invitation)

The seminar will start at 1.30 pm on MONDAY February 20th, and end on TUESDAY February 21st at 4.00 pm – so that you can take the morning flight from Paris on Monday 20th, and get the flight to Paris on Tuesday (17.20 or 18.10 pm) and reach BREST-Bretagne Airport or BREST railway station if you come by train.

Dr Roland Neuber, Scientific Coordinator AWIPEV-Base and Dr Pascal Morin, Scientific Director at IPEV will prepare an agenda that will be sent after the closure of the inscriptions.

- What about BREST

BREST
At 150km², the Bay of Brest is one of the largest in Europe, and thanks to the consistent depth of its entrance channel, Brest has become Brittany’s main commercial port. The bay is known for its extremely narrow strait, bordered by high cliffs, which makes for a rather rugged landscape.

The uneven coastline is wedged between the Plougastel, Logonna and Landévennec peninsulas and Ile Longue (Long Island) which has been a nuclear submarine base since 1966.

* The boat La Recouvrance has been a proud ambassador for the city of Brest since 1992.

* With its two marinas, the Moulin Blanc and the Château, Brest is the number one sailing port in Brittany.

* Océanopolis, Sealife Discovery Centre
Océanopolis is a sealife centre, the only one of its kind in Europe, with over 10,000 sea creatures and 1,000 different species to view in three themed buildings: polar, tropical and temperate.

* Overlooking the River Penfeld, the Château de Brest has stood guard for 17 centuries. It houses the National Maritime Museum [Musée national de la Marine].

What about accommodation

ACCOMODATION

There are a number of hotels in Brest center. We first recommend HOTEL DE LA RADE, 6 rue de Siam, Brest.

IPEV has pre-booked 15 rooms. If you are interested in this hotel, thank you to complete the attached questionnaire and send it to Catherine Etienne cetienne@ipev.fr. She will be responsible for validating pre-booking with this hotel.

Price 66 euros breakfast included.

From the hotel to IPEV by bus

- Take the tramway at “Chateau” to “Porte de Plouzané” (the last stop – journey times : 16 minutes)
- Line 13 of Bibus direction “Plouzané” and stop at “Piccard” (journey times : 10 minutes)
- Ifremer Campus is on the right next to the bus stop.

A : Hotel de la Rade
B : IPEV (Ifremer center)
In addition, we recommend 2 hotels in Brest Center close to the other ones:

1) **IBIS HOTEL** which is in front of the Hotel de la Rade, 13 rue de Siam, Brest.
   Price room 80 euros + Breakfast 10 euros + 1.10 euros for taxe.

   ![IBIS HOTEL](image)

   - Take the tramway at “Chateau” to “Porte de Plouzané” (the last stop – journey times : 16 minutes)
   - Line 13 of Bibus direction “Plouzané” and stop at “Piccard” (journey times : 10 minutes)
   - Ifremer Campus is on the right next to the bus stop.

2) **HOTEL VAUBAN** - 17 Avenue Georges Clemenceau, 29200 Brest


   - Take the tramway at “Liberté” to “Porte de Plouzané” (the last stop – journey times : 18 minutes)
   - Line 13 of Bibus direction “Plouzané” and stop at “Piccard” (journey times : 10 minutes)
   - Ifremer Campus is on the right next to the bus stop.

**HOW TO COME TO IPEV at Ifremer CAMPUS**

- **From BREST GUIPAVAS AIRPORT**

The airport is about 40 minutes from IPEV.

IPEV will organize the transfer (will depend of the number of persons and arrivals timetable). More information will be given in a near future.

**By road**

- Take the N12, in the direction of Nantes-Quimper-Brest
- Continue along the D112. Once you have arrived in Brest, at the Pen Ar C’helez roundabout, take the first right signposted D205, direction Le Conquet-Guilers-Plouzané-Brest-Ouest
- Carry on in the same direction for several kilometers, then take a left at the Thalès roundabout (next to the water tower)
- Turn right at the “la Brasserie du Portzic” restaurant, then take an immediate right turn
- Go down through the woods, following the road that goes past the beach and goes up the hill again
- At the roundabout, take the third exit, Ifremer entrance
By public transport

- Take the bus ‘navette’ from the airport to “Porte de Guipavas” tram terminus
- Take the tram to the “Porte de Plouzané” terminus
- Then catch bus number 13. Alight at the “Piccard” stop

By taxi

Mr Bertrand KEREBEL 06 27 52 51 23 / rate : 45 euros from the airport et IPEV

e-mail : kerebelbertrand@gmail.com

From BREST CENTER

By public transport

Tram + Bus

- In Brest, take the tram, in the direction of “Porte de Plouzané”.
- Alight at the Terminus, then catch bus number 13. Alight at the “Piccard” stop
- Tram and bus routes and schedules : www.bibus.fr

By taxi

Mr Bertrand KEREBEL 06 27 52 51 23 / rate : 25 euros from Brest center to IPEV

e-mail : kerebelbertrand@gmail.com

BY ROAD from VOIE EXPRESS RENNES

- From Rennes, take the dual carriageway (voie Express) following Saint Brieuc-Brest signs
- Once you have arrived in Brest, take the first right (D205) at the Pen Ar C’hleuz roundabout, following the Le Conquet-Guilers-Plouzané-Brest-Ouest sign
- Carry on in the same direction for several kilometers, then take a left at the Thalès roundabout (next to the water tower)
- Turn right at the “la Brasserie du Portzic” restaurant, then take an immediate right turn.
- Go down through the woods, following the road that goes past the beach and goes up the hill again
- At the roundabout, take the third exit, Ifremer entrance
LETTERS OF INVITATION

For those of you who require letters of invitation for visa/travel documents, please e-mail Catherine Etienne cetienne@ipev.fr at IPEV.

Please copy the e-mail to: Pascal Morin pascal.morin@ipev.fr

Best regards,

Pascal Morin